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An implicit/explicit integration scheme for non-linear constitutive models is presented. It aims at providing additional computability
to those solid mechanics problems were robustness is an important issue, i.e. material failure models equipped with strain softening, soft
materials, contact-friction models, etc., although it can also provide important advantages, in terms of computational cost, with respect
to purely implicit integration schemes. The proposed scheme is presented based on general families of constitutive models (continuum
damage and elasto-plasticity) and its properties, in terms of robustness and accuracy, are analytically derived and computationally
assessed by means of numerical simulations. An adaptive time stepping algorithm, based on a priori control of the committed error
and the application of the proposed scheme to contact/friction interfaces are also presented.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let us consider a typical, displacement driven, material
non-linear solid mechanics problem, appropriately discret-
ized in time, t 2 ½0; T , and space, x 2 X, which, after appli-
cation of the selected time marching algorithm and spatial
discretization scheme, at time step nþ 1, reads:
Find:
anþ1; anþ1; rnþ1;
Such that:
Fintðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ  Fextðtnþ1Þ
¼ Gðanþ1; rnþ1ðanþ1Þ; tnþ1Þ ¼ 0
ðbalance of forcesÞ; ð1Þ0045-7825/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.cma.2007.11.027
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E-mail address: xavier.oliver@upc.edu (J. Oliver).gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ ¼ 0
ðstate evolution equationÞ; ð2Þ
_rnþ1  rnþ1  rnDtnþ1 ¼ Rðeðanþ1Þ; anþ1; rðÞÞ
ðconstitutive equationÞ; ð3Þwhere anþ1 are the nodal displacements, at the end of time
step nþ 1, and anþ1 and rnþ1 are, respectively, the strain-
like variable and the stresses at the sampling points. Addi-
tionally, enþ1 are the strains, related to the stresses through
the (non-linear) constitutive function, R, in rate form in Eq.
(3), and Fext and Fint stand, respectively, for the external
and internal forces whose balance is established in Eq.
(1). Therein tnþ1 (tnþ1 P 0; Dtnþ1  tnþ1  tn P 0) stands
for that increasing parameter being either the actual time
(as in dynamic problems) or playing the role of time (the
pseudo-time identified as the loading factor or the arc
length parameter) in quasi-static problems.
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els equipped with internal variables [1,2], in Eq. (2) function
gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ implicitly defines the current value of these
internal variables, anþ1. For rate-dependent models, this
function can be identified from the time-discretized version
of the evolution equations of the internal variables i.e.
_anþ1  anþ1  anDtnþ1 ¼ hðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ
ðevolution equationÞ; ð4Þ
gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ  ðanþ1  anÞ
 ðtnþ1  tnÞ  hðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ ðstate equationÞ; ð5Þ
whereas in rate-independent models it comes out from the
combination of the Kuhn–Tucker algorithmic loading/
unloading conditions and the evolution equations of the
internal variables, typically [2]:
Dknþ1 P 0; f ðrnþ1; anþ1ÞP 0; Dknþ1f ðrnþ1; anþ1Þ ¼ 0
ðloading=unloading conditionsÞ; ð6Þ
_anþ1  anþ1  anDtnþ1 ¼
Dknþ1
Dtnþ1
ðevolution equationÞ; ð7Þ
unloading! Dknþ1 ¼ 0) gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ  anþ1  an
loading! Dknþ1 6¼ 0) gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ  f ðrnþ1; anþ1Þ

ðstate equationÞ; ð8Þ
where Dknþ1 and f ðrnþ1; anþ1Þ, in Eq. (7), are, respectively,
the algorithmic Lagrange multiplier and the restriction
defining the closure of the elastic domain in the stress space
ðErnþ1 :¼ frnþ1; f ðrnþ1; anþ1Þ 6 0gÞ.
Regarding Eq. (3) the specific format of function R is
determined by the selected algorithm for integration of
the material model. Typically, a true dependence of
Rðanþ1; anþ1; rnþ1Þ on the values of the stresses at the end
of the time step ðrðÞ  rnþ1Þ corresponds to a classical
implicit (backward-Euler) integration, whereas dependence
on values at previous time steps ðrðÞ ¼ uðrn; rn1; . . .Þ char-
acterizes an explicit integration of the material model.
Much has been written in the literature about implicit vs.
explicit integration schemes and the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each of them. They can be summarized as follows:
 Explicit integration schemes are in many cases condition-
ally stable. This translates into a limitation of the time
step length and, therefore, a large number of time steps
are needed to solve the problem. On the other hand, rnþ1
in Eqs. (1)–(3) becomes, in many cases, linearly or quasi-
linearly dependent on the problem unknowns, anþ1. In
many cases this translates into a linear or a quasi-linear
structure of function G in Eq. (1), and the global algo-
rithm for its resolution becomes, generally, very robust.
 Implicit integration schemes are generally uncondition-
ally stable. Therefore, there is no intrinsic limitation
on the length of the time step, other than the control
of the integration error, which uses to be small, and
the number of required time steps, is small when com-
pared with explicit algorithms. On the other hand,
rnþ1, in Eqs. (1)–(3), uses to be highly non-linear interms of the main unknowns anþ1. This non-linearity is
inherited by Eq. (1) and the resulting solving algorithm
(typically a Newton–Raphson iterative procedure) often
can be made robust only by using very skillful proce-
dures (namely, continuation methods) and dramatic
shortenings of the time step values. In certain cases,
for instance when strain softening appears in the consti-
tutive model, the algorithm becomes so ill conditioned
that no convergence, and then no result, can be achieved
for problems of practical interest.
In summary: explicit integration schemes yield robust but
expensive (in terms of the computational cost) solving algo-
rithms, whereas implicit integration schemes lead to accu-
rate results, even for large time steps, but at the cost of a
loss of robustness of the resulting numerical algorithm
which, for cases of practical interest, can also dramatically
affect the corresponding computational cost.
This work proposes a combination of implicit and expli-
cit integration schemes that exploits the advantages of both,
while overcoming some of their drawbacks. In essence, it is
a combination of a standard implicit integration scheme of
the stresses, rnþ1, in the constitutive model in Eq. (3) with an
explicit extrapolation of the involved internal variables,
anþ1, in Eqs. (2)–(3). The proposed implicit/explicit integra-
tion scheme, from now on shortened as IMPL-EX, is
presented based on two representative families of rate-inde-
pendent material constitutive models: continuum damage
models and elasto-plastic models. However, this does not
imply intrinsic restrictions in terms of its application to
other families of inelastic constitutive models.
At the cost of few, and simple, additional operations, to
be performed at the constitutive driver level, the IMPL-EX
algorithm, renders relevant benefits when it is conveniently
exploited in computational mechanics. They can be sum-
marized as follows:
 The algorithmic tangent constitutive tensor becomes
symmetric and semi-positive definite even in those cases
as the analytical one is not. This leads to dramatic
improvements of the robustness in problems where
implicit integrations result in singularity or the negative
character of the algorithmic tangent operators.
 In many cases, the algorithmic tangent constitutive ten-
sor becomes constant. Therefore, in absence of sources
of non-linearity other than the constitutive model, the
complete non-linear problem reduces to a sequence of
linear (at every time step) problems. The classical New-
ton–Raphson procedure takes a unique iteration to con-
verge and the problem becomes step-linear. The effects
on the computational costs are also dramatic.
 The good stability properties of the implicit integration
algorithm are inherited by the proposed IMPL-EX inte-
gration algorithm.
 The order of accuracy of the IMPL-EX integration algo-
rithm, with respect to the size of the time step, is, at
least, linear; the same as many classical backward-Euler
J. Oliver et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 197 (2008) 1865–1889 1867implicit algorithms. Nevertheless, the absolute error is
larger for the same time step length.
 The method can be exploited to render robust, and step-
linear, complex non-linear problems. For instance: in bi-
lateral contact/friction problems, a strategy based on
using an anticipating contact interface mesh, whose ele-
ments are equipped with an appropriate constitutive
model, to penalize interpenetration and define the fric-
tion effects, can be linearized by using an IMPL-EX
integration of that constitutive model, resulting in a
sequence of linear problems.
Previous works [3] of the authors have displayed the
benefits of the IMPL-EX integration scheme when applied
to modeling material failure. Here, the theoretical aspects
of the method are described in detail and generalized to a
broader family of material models, and its accuracy prop-
erties are analyzed. Additional applications, as the ones
in contact/friction problems, are presented as well.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in
Section 2, two target families of, widely representative,Isotropic continuum dama
Free energy uðe; aÞ ¼ ð1 dÞu0; u0
dðaÞ ¼ 1 ðqðaÞ=aÞP 0
Internal variables _a ¼ _k ajt¼0 ¼ a0 ¼ ru=
ffi
E
p
Constitutive equation r ¼ ð1 dÞCe : e ¼
q
a
Ce :|ffl{zffl
r
Damage/yield function
gðe; aÞ  sðeÞ  a
sðeÞ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r : Ce
1
: r
p
¼
ffi
e
p
Loading–unloading condition _kP 0; g 6 0; _kg ¼ 0
Stress-like internal variable
evolution
_q ¼ H _a; qP 0
qjt¼0 ¼ a0 ¼ ru=
ffiffiffi
E
p
Constitutive tangent tensor _r ¼ Ctan : _e;
Ctan ¼ C
ðunl:Þ  ð1 dÞC
Cðload:Þ  qaCe  q
(non-linear material models (continuum damage and elas-
to-plasticity) are described, their classical implicit integra-
tion schemes are presented and the corresponding
properties in terms of robustness are examined. Then, in
Section 3, the proposed implicit/explicit integration
scheme is presented, its accuracy properties are derived
and a corresponding error control method is presented.
Section 4 is devoted to the numerical assessment of the
proposed integration method via selected representative
examples. In Section 5 the method is extended to con-
tact/friction interfaces and the provided additional robust-
ness is assessed. Finally, in Section 6, some final remarks
are provided.2. Representative constitutive models
For the sake of covering a wide range of constitutive
models, in the remaining of this paper two families of
rate-independent models will be considered: (1) isotropic
continuum damage models and (2) elasto-plastic models.ge model Elasto-plastic model with isotropic
hardening
¼ 1
2
e : Ce : e
uðee; aÞ ¼ 1
2
ee : Ce : ee þ upðaÞ
e ¼ ee þ ep
ð9Þ
ffiffi
_a ¼ _k; ajt¼0 ¼ 0
_ep ¼ _km; m ¼ orUðrÞ
ð10Þ
e} ¼ qa r r ¼ Ce : ee ¼ Ce : ðe epÞ ð11Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
: Ce : e
gðr; qÞ ¼ UðrÞ  q ð12Þ
_kP 0; g 6 0; _kg ¼ 0 ð13Þ
_q ¼ H _a; qP 0
qjt¼0 ¼ ru
ð14Þ
e ¼ qaCe
Ha
q2a r r
_r ¼ Ctan : _e
Ctan ¼ C
ðunl:Þ  Ce
Cðload:Þ  Ce  Ce:mCe:m
m:Ce:mþH
(
ð15Þ
1868 J. Oliver et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 197 (2008) 1865–1889The main ingredients of both models can be described as
follows [2,4,5]:
where, in Eq. (9), uðe; aÞ is the free energy depending on the
strain tensor e (or the elastic counterpart, ee, in the plastic
model) and the internal (strain like) variable a and dðaÞ
ð0 6 d 6 1Þ is the damage variable. The u0 term, in the
damage model, is the elastic strain energy for the elastic
(undamaged) material, Ce ¼ kð1 1Þ þ 2lI is the elastic
constitutive tensor, where k and l are the Lame’s parame-
ters and 1 and I are the identity tensors of second and
fourth order, respectively.
In Eqs. (10) and (14), ru is the tensile strength (in the
damage model) and the yield stress (in the plastic model),
and E is the Young modulus, and in Eq. (11), r ¼ CðeÞ : e
is the effective stress.
In Eq. (12) gðÞ ¼ 0 defines the boundary of the elastic
domains. The initial elastic domain in the damage model
is then defined, in the strain space, as
E0e :¼ fe; sðeÞ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e : Ce : e
p
< ruffiffi
E
p g in terms of the strain
norm sðeÞ. For the plasticity model it is defined in the stress
space, as E0r :¼ fr;UðrÞ < rug, in terms of the equivalent
uniaxial stress, UðrÞ.
The stresses, r, and the stress-like variable, q, are deter-
mined via Eqs. (11) and (14). This last equation defines the
hardening/softening law in terms of the continuum harden-
ing/softening modulus, HðaÞ, which is assumed a known
function of a. Finally, Eq. (15) is the rate constitutive lawTable 1
Implicit backward-Euler integration algorithm for the damage model
DATA: enþ1; an; qn
1. Compute effective stresses and trial values
rnþ1 ¼ Ce : enþ
snþ1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rnþ1
q
2. Compute damage multiplier
if gðenþ1; atrialnþ1Þ
else if gðenþ1; a
Dknþ1 ¼ snþ1 
3. Update internal and damage variables
anþ1 ¼ an þ Dk
dnþ1 ¼ 1 qnþanþ
4. Compute stresses rnþ1 ¼ ð1 dnþ
5. Compute algorithmic tangent operators C
algðunl:Þ
nþ1 ¼
ornþ
oenþ
C
algðload:Þ
nþ1 ¼
ornþ
oenþin terms of the tangent constitutive operator, Ctan, which
is specified for loading, Cðload:Þ, or unloading, Cðunl:Þ,
processes.
2.1. Implicit integration
Let us consider the problem with the time domain, ½0; T ,
discretized in an appropriated number of time intervals.
The classical implicit (backward-Euler) integration of the
selected constitutive models in the time interval ½tn; tnþ1 is
done in the following way:
(a) Damage models: In the domain of non-linear consti-
tutive models, isotropic damage models constitute a
fairly unusual case, since they can be integrated in a
closed form. In fact, inspection of the evolution
Eqs. (10)–(13) allows computing exactly the internal
variable aðtÞ as the historical maximum [6] of the
strain norm sðeÞ at time t:1;ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
: Ce
1
:
6 0!
trial
nþ1Þ 
atrialnþ1 >
nþ1 ¼
1
1
P 0
1ÞCe :
1
1
¼ ð1
1
1
¼ ð1aðtÞ ¼ maxs2½0;tða0; sðeðsÞÞÞ: ð16Þ
From this, the constitutive model can be integrated
through the steps as in Table 1.(b) Elasto-plastic models (radial return): The most com-
mon procedure to implicitly integrate elasto-plastic
models is the so-called radial return algorithm, defined
through the steps as in Table 2 [2]:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rnþ1 ¼ krnþ1kCe1 ; atrialnþ1 ¼ an
(17)
Dknþ1 ¼ 0! elastic=unloading
snþ1  atrialnþ1 > 0 then
0! damage loading
(18)
maxðan; snþ1Þ; qnþ1 ¼ qn þ HnDanþ1;
(19)
enþ1 ¼ qnþ1anþ1 C
e : enþ1 (20)
 dnþ1ÞCe
 dnþ1ÞCe  qnþ1  Hnanþ1ðanþ1Þ3
rnþ1  rnþ1
(21)
Table 2
Implicit backward-Euler integration algorithm for the elasto-plastic model
DATA: enþ1; rn; an; qn
1. Compute trial stresses rtrialnþ1 ¼ rn þ Ce : ðenþ1  enÞ; qtrialnþ1 ¼ qn (22)
2. Compute plastic multiplier
if gðrtrialnþ1; qtrialnþ1Þ 6 0! Dknþ1 ¼ 0! elastic=unloading
else if gðrtrialnþ1; qtrialnþ1Þ > 0 then
anþ1ðDknþ1Þ ¼ an þ Dknþ1
qnþ1ðDknþ1Þ ¼ qn þ Hnðanþ1  anÞ ¼ qn þ HnDknþ1
rnþ1ðDknþ1Þ ¼ rtrialnþ1ðenþ1Þ  Dknþ1Ce : mðrnþ1ðDknþ1Þ; qnþ1ðDknþ1ÞÞ
Solve : gðrnþ1ðDknþ1Þ; qnþ1ðDknþ1ÞÞ ¼ 0! Dknþ1 > 0!
plastic
loading


(23)
3. Update internal variables anþ1 ¼ an þ Dknþ1; qnþ1 ¼ qn þ HnDanþ1 (24)
4. Compute stresses Solve for rnþ1 :
rnþ1 ¼ rn þ Ce : ðenþ1  enÞ  Dknþ1Ce : mðrnþ1; qnþ1Þ ! rnþ1
(25)
5. Compute algorithmic tangent operators
C
algðunl:Þ
nþ1 ¼
ornþ1
oenþ1
¼ Ce
C
algðload:Þ
nþ1 ¼ ornþ1oenþ1 ¼ Nnþ1 
Nnþ1 :mnþ1Nnþ1 :mnþ1
mnþ1 :Nnþ1 :mnþ1þHn
Nnþ1 ¼ ðCe1 þ Dknþ1Anþ1Þ1; Anþ1 ¼ ornþ1mnþ1 ¼ o
2Uðrnþ1Þ
ornþ1ornþ1
8<: (26)
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multiplier, Dknþ1, and the continuum plastic multiplier, _k in
Eqs. (10) and (13) are related through Dknþ1  _knþ1Dtnþ1.
Remark 2.1. The uniaxial equivalent stress UðrÞ, in Eqs.
(12) and (26), is a convex function of the stresses as a
requirement for the convexity of the elastic domain in the
stress space, Ernþ1 :¼ frnþ1;Uðrnþ1Þ < qnþ1g, intrinsic to
the use of classical radial return algorithms. This fact
automatically translates into the semi-positive definite
character of the symmetric tensor Anþ1 ¼ o
2Uðrnþ1Þ
ornþ1ornþ1, in
Eq. (26) and, therefore, of the algorithmic elastic tensor [2],
Nnþ1, in Eq. (26) since Ce
1
is isotropic and positive definite
and Dknþ1 P 0.
Remark 2.2. Also, very often, the plastic flow mðr; qÞ in
Eq. (10) is, or it can be rephrased as, a quadratic function
of the incremental stresses, rnþ1 (see Appendix 1 for an
example). In those cases, the plastic flow tensor
mnþ1ðrnþ1; qnþ1Þ is linear in the stresses i.e.mðrnþ1; qnþ1Þ ¼ Aðqnþ1Þ : rnþ1 þ bðqnþ1Þ ð27Þand the tensor Anþ1, in Eq. (26), does not depend on the
stresses ðAnþ1 ¼ Aðqnþ1ÞÞ. These facts will be appropriately
recalled in Section 3.2.
2.1.1. Stability and accuracy of implicit integrations
Stability and accuracy of implicit integration algorithms
for constitutive models is nowadays a very well establishedissue. For the two target families of constitutive models,
the summary of the corresponding results is the
following:
 The implicit integration of the continuum damage
model in Eqs. (17)–(21) is unconditionally stable (in
Appendix 2 a proof is given). Also, the implicit integra-
tion for the elasto-plastic models given in Eqs. (22)–(26)
is unconditionally stable (proofs of the stability of impli-
cit integrations of elasto-plastic models can be found in
Refs. [7,8]).
 Both integration algorithms are first order accurate
when using the backward-Euler integration procedures.
Mid point integration rules increase the accuracy to sec-
ond order [7].2.2. Robustness issues: computability
In numerical solution procedures, computability [9] is
associated to the ability of the considered algorithm to
provide results at affordable computational costs. In this
sense, terms like computability and robustness are closely
related.
A typical case of lack of robustness, in non-linear solid
mechanics problems, appears when standard Newton–
Raphson procedures are used to linearize the resulting dis-
crete system of Eq. (1). In this case, the ability to provide
results is associated to the convergence of the iterative pro-
cedure. In turn, the convergence of a Newton–Raphson
procedure depends, for instance, on the length of the time
1870 J. Oliver et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 197 (2008) 1865–1889step, but, most importantly, on the spectral properties of
the resulting tangent stiffness matrix.
In fact, if the tangent matrix becomes singular, or ill
conditioned, at a certain stage of the iterative procedure,
the process does not converge (or it consumes an unafford-
able number of iterations to converge), even for very short
time steps. Then, no solution can be obtained and the pro-
cess losses its robustness. In certain cases, as in modeling
geometrical instabilities, remedies can be found by using
appropriate continuation methods, which render the
extended tangent stiffness matrix positive definite [10].
However, in many other cases, as in modeling material fail-
ure for brittle materials, these remedies fail [3] and the sim-
ulations suffer from dramatic lack of robustness.
In this context, non-linear solid mechanics problems
involving crack formation and propagation constitute a
paradigm of computability difficulties [9]. In continuum set-
tings, i.e. when stress vs. strain constitutive models are
used, the constitutive models have to be endowed with
strain softening in order to model the physical loss of mate-
rial strength as the crack propagates [11–13]. Then, the
softening modulus in Eq. (14) is negative ðH < 0Þ. The sit-
uation is very similar in discrete settings [14–16], when
material failure is modeled via traction–separation laws,
which must be also equipped with strength softening.
Apart from mathematical implications on the character
of the corresponding boundary value problem, the algo-
rithmic consequences of inserting negatives values of soft-
ening parameters in the implicit algorithms in Eqs. (17)–
(21) and (22)–(26) are dramatic in terms of robustness.
To examine the reasons for this, let us consider the prob-
lem, discretized in time and in space in a finite element
mesh of nelem elements, with elemental measure XðeÞ. Then,
the momentum Eq. (1) reads:
Fintðrnþ1ðanþ1ÞÞ  Fextðtnþ1Þ ¼ 0 ð28Þ
and the tangent stiffness matrix, Ktangnþ1 , can be computed
as
Ktangnþ1 ¼
oFintðanþ1Þ
oanþ1
¼ Ae¼1;...;nelem
Z
XðeÞ
rNðeÞ  Calg:nþ1  rNðeÞ dX
 
; ð29Þ
where A stands for the assembling operator and NðeÞ are
the collection of shape functions involved in element e.
Negative values of the hardening/softening modulus, H,
translate into loss of the robustness of the algorithmic
problem through the following process:
(1) At initial stages of the analysis, the tangent constitu-
tive operator, Calg:nþ1, is elastic ðCalg:nþ1 ¼ CðeÞÞ and, there-
fore, positive definite. So is the global tangent
stiffness matrix Ktangnþ1 .
(2) In subsequent stages, the algorithmic tangent opera-
tors for loading cases, in Eqs. (21) and (26), loose posi-
tive definiteness at those points where material failure
occurs and, therefore, exhibit negative eigenvalues.(3) Consequently, the kernel of the integral in Eq. (29)
losses positive definiteness, and exhibits negative
eigenvalues as well.
(4) As material failure propagates through the solid,
those local negative eigenvalues deteriorate, via the
assembling process, the condition number of the glo-
bal tangent stiffness matrix, Ktangnþ1 , whose smallest
eigenvalues become progressively closer to zero.
(5) Eventually, Ktangnþ1 , becomes singular and the conver-
gence fails. In general, there are no simple remedies
for this, and the simulation process cannot be contin-
ued beyond that point.Remark 2.3. Through the preceding reasoning it appears
that the lack of positive definiteness of the algorithmic
tangent operator, as a consequence of including strain
softening in the model, is responsible for the observed loss
of robustness. However there are other situations where
lost of robustness is not directly motivated by strain
softening. Modeling very soft materials with almost negli-
gible elasticity (for instance in powder compaction pro-
cesses [17]), involves quasi-singular algorithmic tangent
operators in all the domain of the analysis, with very
similar consequences in terms of robustness.3. Implicit/explicit integration: the IMPL-EX scheme
3.1. Fundamentals of the method
The proposed implicit/explicit integration scheme,
grounds on the following two stages, to be executed at
the representative time step nþ 1:
(1) In a first stage the explicit evaluation of the stresses,
~rnþ1, and the stress-like variable, ~qnþ1 (notation ð~Þ
will be used from now on to denote the corresponding
results), is done in terms of the implicit stresses at the
previous time step, rn, and the extrapolated values,
~anþ1, of the strain-like internal variable, an; an1;...,
implicitly integrated in previous time steps. Details of
this stage are given in next section.
(2) In a second stage the standard implicit integration of
the constitutive model, according to Tables 1 or 2, is
performed and the implicitly integrated stresses, rnþ1,
are obtained.
In addition, fulfillment of the momentum balance Eq. (28)
at time step nþ 1 is imposed in terms of these IMPL-EX
stresses ~rnþ1 and not in terms of the implicitly integrated
stresses, rnþ1.
3.2. The explicit stage
Let us, consider the strain-like internal variable, a, in
Eq. (10), defining the evolution of the plastic damage (for
Fig. 1. Internal variable extrapolation.
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plastic model), i.e.
_a ¼ _k: ð30ÞRemark 3.1. Eq. (30), and the existence of the internal
variable a, plays a fundamental role in the proposed
method, but it is not limiting its application. In fact, if in
the considered material model does not appear an internal
variable fulfilling this equation, it can be additionally
introduced to be object of the specific treatment indicated
below.
Let us now consider the discrete flow of that variable
obtained from the implicit integration of the constitutive
model (see Fig. 1).
At the beginning of the computations at time step nþ 1,
results of that integration at previous time steps are avail-
able. Taylor’s expansions of that variable read:Table 3
IMPL-EX explicit stage for isotropic damage models
DATA: enþ1; an; an1
1. Explicit extrapolation
~anþ1 ¼
Dan ¼ a
2. Compute damage multiplier D~knþ1 ¼
3. Update internal & damage variables ~qnþ1 ¼ q
4. Compute stresses ~rnþ1 ¼ ð
5. Compute algorithmic tangent operators
eCalgnþ1 ¼anþ1 ¼ an þ _anDtnþ1 þ OðDt2nþ1Þ
an ¼ an1 þ _anDtn þ OðDt2nþ1Þ ! _an ¼ DanDtn  OðDt2nÞ
(
ð31Þ
) anþ1 ¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan þ OðDt
2
nþ1Þ; ð32Þ
where Dtn ¼ tn  tn1;Dtnþ1 ¼ tnþ1  tn and Dan ¼ an  an1.
Therefore, truncation of the expansion (32) defines the fol-
lowing prediction, ~anþ1, for the internal variable anþ1 (see
Fig. 1):
~anþ1 ¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan: ð33Þ
Eq. (33) constitutes an explicit extrapolation of the internal
variable, a, at time step nþ 1, in terms of the implicit values
obtained in the previous time steps, n and n 1 (see Fig. 1).
The algorithmic damage/plastic multiplier resulting from
this extrapolation reads:
D~knþ1 ¼ D~anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an ¼ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan ¼
Dtnþ1
Dtn
Dkn: ð34Þ
Now, steps 3 and 4 in Tables 1 and 2 can be pursued in
terms of the value D~anþ1 in Eq. (34) yielding the IMPL-
EX integrated values of the remaining variables ~rnþ1 and
~qnþ1. Those IMPL-EX results are then substituted in Eq.
(28) to fulfill the momentum equation. The IMPL-EX ex-
plicit stage for both cases is summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
Remark 3.2. The most specific feature of the IMPL-EX
scheme is that, unlike in the standard implicit integration,
the values ~anþ1 are independent of the current value of the
strains, enþ1, and they are known at the beginning of time
step nþ 1; in other words, they remain constant during the
current time step. This yields relevant differences in the
resulting tangent algorithmic operators, in Eqs. (39) andan þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan|{z}
Dkn
¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dkn
n  an1 ¼ Dkn
(35)
D~anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an ¼ Dtnþ1Dtn Dkn P 0
(36)
n þ HnD~anþ1; ~dnþ1 ¼ 1
~qnþ1
~anþ1
P 0 (37)
1 ~dnþ1ÞCe : enþ1 ¼ ~qnþ1
~anþ1
Ce : enþ1 (38)
o~rnþ1
oenþ1
¼ ð1 ~dnþ1ÞCe (39)
Table 4
IMPL-EX explicit stage for elasto-plastic models
DATA: enþ1; an; an1;rn; qn
1. Explicit extrapolation
~anþ1 ¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan|{z}
Dkn
¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dkn
Dan ¼ an  an1 ¼ Dkn
(40)
2. Compute plastic multiplier D~knþ1 ¼ D~anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an ¼ Dtnþ1Dtn Dkn P 0
(41)
3. Update internal variables ~qnþ1 ¼ qn þ HnD~anþ1 (42)
4. Compute stresses Solve for ~rnþ1 :
~rnþ1 ¼ rn þ Ce : ðenþ1  enÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
rtrialnþ1
D~knþ1Ce : ~mð~rnþ1; ~qnþ1Þ ! ~rnþ1
For linear plastic flow : ð~mnþ1 ¼ eAnþ1ð~qnþ1Þ : ~rnþ1 þ ~bnþ1ð~qnþ1ÞÞ
~rnþ1 ¼ eNnþ1 : ½Ce1 : rtrialnþ1  D~knþ1~bnþ1; eNnþ1 ¼ ðCe1 þ D~knþ1 eAnþ1Þ1
(43)
5. Compute algorithmic tangent operators eCalgnþ1 ¼ o~rnþ1oenþ1 ¼ eNnþ1; eNnþ1 ¼ ðCe1 þ D~knþ1 eAnþ1Þ1eAnþ1 ¼ o~rnþ1 ~mnþ1 ¼ o2Uð~rnþ1Þo~rnþ1  o~rnþ1
(44)
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implicit integration in Eqs. (21) and (26). The key
differences are:(1) The IMPL-EX algorithmic tangent operators are in all
cases symmetric and semi-positive definite. The argu-
ments are trivial for the damage model (Eq. (39)),
since ð1 ~dnþ1ÞP 0 and Ce is symmetric and positive
definite. For the elasto-plastic model, in Eq. (44), they
follow from the reasoning in Remark 2.1, about the
symmetric and semi-positive definite character of ten-
sor eAnþ1, and the positive character of D~knþ1 and Ce.
Therefore, those problems of robustness, referred to in
Section 2.2, due to the negative character of the algo-
rithmic tangent operators in Eq. (29) should
disappear.
(2) The algorithmic tangent operator, in Eq. (39) is
constant (independent of the current strain, enþ1) for
the damage model. For the elasto-plastic model, the
algorithmic tangent operator, in Eq. (44), is also con-
stant for the linear plastic flow cases mentioned in
Remark 2.2 (see Eq. (27)). Otherwise, the plastic flow
can be expanded around rn, for the explicit stage in
Table 4 as (see Appendix 1 for a specific example):mð~rnþ1Þ ¼ mðrn þ D~rnþ1Þ
¼ mðrnÞ þ AðrnÞ : D~rnþ1 þ OðD~rnþ1Þ2;
D~rnþ1 ¼ ~rnþ1  rn:
ð45ÞTruncation up to linear terms gives rise to the linearized
plastic flow:
~mnþ1 ¼ AðrnÞ : D~rnþ1 þmðrnÞ;eAnþ1 ¼ o~mnþ1o~rnþ1 ¼ AðrnÞ ð46Þ
and, again, the algorithmic tangent operator, in Eq. (44), is
constant during the time step nþ 1. In all those cases, the
Newton–Raphson linearization of Eq. (28) yields a con-
stant tangent matrix, eKtangnþ1 , the iterative process should con-
verge in a unique iteration per time step, and the solving
procedure becomes step-linear.Remark 3.3. The explicit stage of the IMPL-EX algorithm
reduces to the simple algebraic computations displayed in
Tables 3 and 4. Therefore, the IMPL-EX scheme does not
involve relevant additional computational costs, other than
storing in memory some values computed in the implicit
stage, typically the stress field, r, and the algorithmic
plastic/damage multiplier, Dk, to be used in subsequent
time steps.3.3. The IMPL-EX algorithm as a predictor/corrector
scheme
In order to provide an interpretation of the IMPL-EX
integration scheme, it is illustrative to decompose the stres-
ses, ~rnþ1, in Eqs. (38) and (43), as the sum of a predictor
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for the damage model:
~rnþ1ðenþ1Þ ¼ ð1 ~dnþ1ÞCe : enþ1
¼ ~rð0Þnþ1|{z}
predictor
þð1 ~dnþ1ÞCe : Denþ1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
corrector
;
~r
ð0Þ
nþ1 ffi rnþ1jDenþ1¼0 ¼ ð1 ~dnþ1ÞCe : en ¼
~qnþ1
~anþ1
Ce : en
ð47Þ
and for the elasto-plastic model (and the linear plastic flow
case):
~rnþ1 ¼ eNnþ1 : bCe1 : rn þ ðenþ1  enÞ  D~knþ1~bnþ1c
¼ ~rð0Þnþ1|{z}
predictor
þ eNnþ1 : Denþ1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
corrector
;
~r
ð0Þ
nþ1 ¼ ~rnþ1jenþ1¼en ¼ eNnþ1 : ½Ce1 : rn  D~knþ1~bnþ1:
ð48Þ
The interpretation of that decomposition can be seen in
Fig. 2. It should be noticed that the predictor stresses,
~r
ð0Þ
nþ1, in Eqs. (47) and (48), can be calculated, without
any further information, at the beginning of the time step
nþ 1. They define the initial value for the internal forces
Fintð~rð0Þnþ1Þ in the momentum Eq. (28). Then, the first itera-
tion of the Newton–Raphson procedure, corrects them,
across a linear correction path, to fulfill the momentum
Eq. (28).
Remark 3.4. Like in regular integration procedures, the
IMPL-EX scheme, yields null unbalanced (residual) forces
at the end of the time step n i.e.:
eRn  Fintð~rnÞ  FextðtnÞ ¼ 0; ð49Þ
but, unlike in standard integration procedures, the afore-
mentioned predictor–corrector character, yields an unbal-
anced residue eRð0Þnþ1 at the beginning of the time step
nþ 1 (before any increment of the external actions):eRð0Þnþ1  Fintð~rð0Þnþ1Þ  FextðtnÞ 6¼ 0; ð50Þ
since ~rð0Þnþ1 6¼ ~rn, according to Eqs. (47) and (48). The null
character of the initial residual forces, eRð0Þnþ1 in Eq. (49), is
implicitly assumed in many continuation (arc-length) meth-
ods [10]. Therefore, in order to use them together with the
IMPL-EX integration scheme, they have to be slightly (andFig. 2. Prediction/correction stages of the IMPL-EX integration scheme.trivially) modified. In Appendix 3, the modified version of
the classical updated normal plane, to be used with the pro-
posed integration method, is described.3.4. The IMPL-EX algorithm as a fractional time-step
scheme
Let us consider the global time evolution problem, giv-
ing raise to the time-discretized problem in Eqs. (1)–(3):Find:
aðtÞ; aðtÞ; rðtÞ
Such that:
Fintða; r; tÞ  FextðtÞ ¼ Gða; r; tÞ ¼ 0
ðbalance of forcesÞ; ð51Þ
gða; r; tÞ ¼ 0 ðstate=evolution equationÞ; ð52Þ
_r ¼ RðeðaÞ; a; rÞ ðconstitutive equationÞ: ð53Þ
Eqs. (51)–(53) can be regarded as a set of differential-alge-
braic equations (DAE) [18], in the unknowns ða; a; rÞ
where integration of the ordinary differential equation
(ODE) (53), is constrained by the fulfillment of the alge-
braic equations (51) and (52).
The IMPL-EX integration scheme outlined above can
be rewritten as a fractional step method [18–20] for integra-
tion of the global time evolution problem in Eqs. (1)–(3)
based on the steps shown in Table 5.
In Step 1 (Eq. (55)) the extrapolation of the internal var-
iable ~anþ1, as in Eq. (33), is done. Then, the stresses ~rnþ1 are
computed, in Eq. (56), via a backward-Euler integration of
Eq. (53), and the balance of forces Eq. (54) is solved pro-
viding the nodal displacements, anþ1. Intrinsically, Eqs.
(54)–(56) in Step 1 constitute a non-linear system, which
has to be iteratively solved repeating Step 1 until achieving
convergence. However, for the damage model and the lin-
ear plastic flow cases, it becomes a linear system of equa-
tions (see Remark 3.2). This constitutes the IMPL-EX
explicit stage described in Tables 3 and 4.
Then, in Step 2 the values anþ1 remain frozen, and Eqs.
(55) and (56) correspond to the IMPL-EX implicit stage
i.e.: the implicit integration of the constitutive models in
Tables 1 and 2.
The consistency of the scheme in Table 5, with the differ-
ential algebraic system (51)–(53), is proven by checking
that, for Dtnþ1 ¼ 0:
anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1 ¼ an; rnþ1 ¼ ~rnþ1 ¼ rn ð57Þ
and that the solution ðanþ1; anþ1; rnþ1Þ fulfills the time-dis-
cretized version, in Eqs. (1)–(3), of the flow problem in
Eqs. (54)–(56).
3.5. Accuracy analysis
The IMPL-EX scheme introduces a specific error associ-
ated to the extrapolation of the internal variable in Eqs.
Table 5
The IMPL-EX scheme as a constrained fractional step integration method
Step 1 Step 2
Fintðanþ1; ~rnþ1; tnþ1Þ  Fextðtnþ1Þ ¼ 0 _anþ1 ¼ 0 (54)
~anþ1 ¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan
gðanþ1; rnþ1; tnþ1Þ ¼ 0 (55)
_~rnþ1  ~rnþ1ðanþ1Þ  rnDtnþ1 ¼ Rðeðanþ1Þ;
~anþ1; ~rnþ1Þ _rnþ1  rnþ1  rnDtnþ1 ¼ Rðeðanþ1Þ; anþ1; rnþ1Þ (56)
IMPL-EX explicit stage: anþ1 IMPL-EX implicit stage: ðanþ1; rnþ1Þ
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depend crucially on the type of this extrapolation.
In order to work in a more general setting, let us con-
sider the following family of extrapolations of the internal
variable, ~anþ1, in terms of the implicitly integrated values at
previous time steps an; an1 and an2:
D~anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an ¼ bDtnþ1Dtn Dan þ ð1 bÞ
Dtnþ1
Dtn1
Dan1;
Dan ¼ an  an1; Dan1 ¼ an1  an2:
ð58Þ
In order to find out the accuracy properties of that
extrapolation family, and assuming, when needed, for
mathematical simplification that Dtn1 ¼ Dtn ¼ Dtnþ1 let
us consider the following Taylor’s expansion of an1
around tn:
an1 ¼ aðtn  DtnÞ
¼ an  _anDtn þ 1
2
€anðDtnÞ2  1
6
avnðDtnÞ3
þ OðDt4nþ1Þ; ð59Þ
where _an; €an and avn stand for increasing time derivatives at
time step n. Therefore, from Eq. (59):
Dan ¼ an  an1
¼ _anDtn  1
2
€anðDtnÞ2 þ 1
6
avnðDtnÞ3 þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð60Þ
Similarly to Eq. (60), for the time interval ½tn2; tn1 one
gets:
Dan1 ¼ an1  an2
¼ _an1Dtn1  1
2
€an1ðDtn1Þ2 þ 1
6
avn1ðDtn1Þ3
þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð61Þ
In turn, time derivatives in Eq. (61) can be approximated
by the following expansions:_an1¼ _aðtnDtn1Þ¼ _an€anDtn1þ1
2
avnðDtn1Þ2þOðDt3nþ1Þ;
€an1¼ €aðtnDtn1Þ¼ €anavnDtn1þOðDt2nþ1Þ;
avn1¼ avðtnDtn1Þ¼ avnþOðDtn1Þ:
ð62Þ
Substitution of Eq. (62) into Eq. (61), provides, after some
straight-forward operations, the following expansion of
Dan1 around tn:
Dan1 ¼ an1  an2
¼ _anDtn1  3
2
€anðDtn1Þ2 þ 7
6
avnðDtn1Þ3
þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð63Þ
Then, substitution of Eqs. (60) and (63) into (58) yields:
D~anþ1 ¼ ½bþ ð1 bÞ _anDtnþ1
 1
2
bþ 3
2
ð1 bÞ
 	
€anðDtnþ1Þ2
þ 1
6
bþ 7
6
ð1 bÞ
 	
avnðDtnþ1Þ3 þ OðDt4nþ1Þ ð64Þ
and, after performing the bracketed operations:
D~anþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an
¼ _anDtnþ1  3
2
 b
 
€anðDtnþ1Þ2
þ 7
6
 b
 
avnðDtnþ1Þ3 þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð65Þ
Eq. (65) provides the resulting expansion of the IMPL-EX
extrapolated increment, D~anþ1, around tn. On the other
hand, the Taylor’s expansion of the implicitly integrated
increment, Danþ1, reads:
Danþ1 ¼ anþ1  an
¼ _anDtnþ1 þ 1
2
€anðDtnþ1Þ2 þ 1
6
avnðDtnþ1Þ3
þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð66Þ
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~anþ1  anþ1 ¼ D~anþ1  Danþ1
¼ ð2 bÞ€anðDtnþ1Þ2 þ ð1 bÞavnðDtnþ1Þ3
þ OðDt4nþ1Þ; ð67Þ
which establishes the error of the IMPL-EX results with re-
spect to the implicit ones. Eq. (67) proves the order one accu-
racy of the extrapolation (58) for any value of b excepting
the particular choice b ¼ 2 that provides second order accu-
racy. For this value, the extrapolation in Eq. (58) yields:
D~anþ1 ¼ 2Dtnþ1Dtn Dan 
Dtnþ1
Dtn1
Dan1 ð68Þ
as the optimal (in terms of accuracy) linear extrapolation
for the IMPL-EX scheme.
In order to corroborate these results, in Fig. 3 an accu-
racy analysis, proposed in [2,7] but here based on the
IMPL-EX integration of a J2 plasticity model, using differ-
ent values of b in Eq. (58), is presented.
A single material point (Gauss-point) is subjected to uni-
axial stress and driven to yielding. Then, the required num-
ber of, constant and arbitrary, strain increments are given,
and the corresponding stresses are integrated using the
IMPL-EX algorithm of Table 4. The error is then com-
puted with respect to the implicit integration, on the same
strain path, using a very large number of increments, which
is considered the exact solution (see Fig. 3).
For all values b 6¼ 2 the slope, c, of the error curve in a
log–log diagram is c ¼ 2, corresponding to a first order
accuracy in Eq. (67). Only for b ¼ 2 the slope of the error
curve is c ¼ 3, agreeing with the second order accuracy
expected from Eq. (67).
Remark 3.5. It is well known that accuracy analyzes apply
only to the limit case of infinitesimal time incrementsFig. 3. Error (log–log) diagram for the IMPL-EX integration of a J2
plasticity model.ðDt ! 0Þ and monotonic loading. Therefore, higher accu-
racy orders could not translate into smaller errors for finite
time step lengths. This has already been observed in
implicit integration schemes for constitutive equations [7].
The experience of the authors, in a large number of
simulations, shows that, for typical time step lengths, the
extrapolation scheme in Eq. (68) (b ¼ 2 in Eq. (58)) is not
the optimal, in terms of the global error, in comparison
with the one in Eq. (33) ðb ¼ 1Þ, in spite of the higher order
of accuracy of the former. Therefore, in all the examples,
presented in the remaining of this work, the linear
extrapolation scheme, in Eq. (33), has been used.3.6. Error control: adaptive time stepping
In Section 3.5 the additional error, with respect to the
implicitly integrated values, resulting from the extrapola-
tion in Eq. (58) has been analyzed. It appears that there
are two different sources for this error:
 The intrinsic error, resulting from the IMPL-EX linear
extrapolation of the internal variable a in Eq. (35) or
(40), at the smooth parts of the internal variable evolu-
tion curves (see Fig. 4).
 The error resulting from that extrapolation at points
where this curve is not smooth (typically when passing
from elastic to inelastic stages or the opposite. In fact,
at these points the subdiferential of function aðtÞ has mul-
tiple subderivatives, oa ¼ b _k; _kþc, and the IMPL-EX
extrapolation is done on the basis of the first of those sub-
derivatives, _a (see Eqs. (35) and (36) or (40) and (41)) i.e.:
~anþ1 ¼ an þ DknDtn Dtnþ1 
 an þ
_kn Dtnþ1: ð69Þ
The consequences of those errors on the results will be
examined in Section 4.1. In spite of the order of accuracy
determined by Eq. (67), it is clear that the extrapolation
error becomes larger as the length of the time step, Dt,
increases. Therefore, the necessity to control this length,Fig. 4. Errors in the IMPL-EX integration scheme. In points 1 and 2 the
evolution of a is not smooth.
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In this section, an adaptive time step scheme developed for
this purpose is presented. The scheme has an a priori char-
acter, so that the time step length at the time step nþ 1 is
calculated in terms of values determined at previous time
steps. The goal of the scheme is, then, to keep the error
due to the IMPL-EX extrapolation, eanþ1ðxÞ, bounded at
all material points x 2 Xh i.e.:
eanþ1ðxÞ ¼ j~anþ1  anþ1jðxÞ 6 naref 8x 2 Xh; ð70Þ
where n 2 ð0; 1Þ stands for the tolerance of the relative
error, with respect to aref a, model dependent, reference
value. For the damage and elasto-plastic models in Eqs.
(9)–(15) the following values have been considered:
aref ¼ damage model!
ruffiffi
E
p ð¼ a0 ¼ q0Þ
elasto-plastic model! ruE ð¼ uniaxial elastic strainÞ:
(
ð71Þ
Let us then consider the Taylor’s expansion in Eq. (67) for
the considered case b ¼ 1 (see Remark 3.5):
~anþ1  anþ1 ¼ €anDt2nþ1 þ OðDt4nþ1Þ: ð72Þ
Therefore, the absolute error eanþ1 , in Eq. (70), can be eval-
uated as
eanþ1 ¼ j~anþ1  anþ1j ffi j€anjDt2nþ1: ð73Þ
Additional Taylor’s expansions yield the values:
_an ¼ an  an1
zfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflffl{Dan
Dtn
þ OðDtÞ ffi Dan
Dtn
¼ Dkn
Dtn
;
_an1 ¼ an1  an2
zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{Dan1
Dtn1
þ OðDtÞ ffi Dan1
Dtn1
¼ Dkn1
Dtn1
;
€an ¼ _an  _an1Dtn þ OðDtÞ ffi
_an  _an1
Dtn
¼ 1
Dtn
Dkn
Dtn
 Dkn1
Dtn1
 
;
ð74Þ
where the algorithmic result Dan ¼ Dkn8n, in Eqs. (19) and
(24), has been considered. Substitution of the last Eq. (74)
into Eq. (73) yields:
eanþ1 ffi j€anjDt2nþ1 ¼
1
Dtn
Dkn
Dtn
 Dkn1
Dtn1
 Dt2nþ1: ð75Þ
In order to keep the extrapolation error at the material
point x 2 Xh equal to the bound in Eq. (70) (i.e.:
eanþ1ðxÞ ¼ naref ), from Eq. (75) the critical time step length,
Dtcritnþ1, has to fulfill:
ðDtcritnþ1ðxÞÞ2 ¼
eanþ1ðxÞDtn
DknðxÞ
Dtn
 Dkn1ðxÞDtn1
 
¼ na
ref
DknðxÞ  DtnDtn1 Dkn1ðxÞ
 Dt2n: ð76ÞTherefore, in order to keep the relative error below the tol-
erance n at all points of the discretized domain Xh, an esti-
mation of the time step length reads:
Dt2nþ1 6MIN
x2Xh
ðDtcritnþ1ðxÞÞ2
¼ narefDt2nMIN
x2Xh
1
DknðxÞ  DtnDtn1 Dkn1ðxÞ
  : ð77Þ
An alternative expression, which is the one used by the
authors for practical purposes, consists of considering the
factor Dtn=Dtn1 in, Eq. (77), close to one and, then, esti-
mating the time step length as
Dt2nþ1 ¼ narefDt2nMIN
x2Xh
1
jDknðxÞ  Dkn1ðxÞj : ð78Þ
The result in Eq. (78) is subjected to the following
restrictions:
Dtnþ1 6 gDtn;
Dtnþ1 6 Dtmax;
ð79Þ
where the first Eq. (79) imposes an ad hoc limitation on the
growth of the time step length, at two consecutive time
steps, in terms of the acceleration factor g (for practical
simulations purposes a value g ¼ 1:3 has been used in the
results presented here). The second Eq. (79) limits the max-
imum value of the time step length to the value, Dtmax,
determined by considerations on the precise tracing of
the action–response curve.
Remark 3.6. Eq. (78) provides a prediction of the length of
the time step at time step nþ 1 in terms of values at
previous time steps n and n 1. This gives rise to a variable
time-step length scheme (adaptive time stepping) where the
estimation of the time step length does not imply any
recalculation, apart from the one in Eq. (78), and does not
translates into relevant additional computational costs.
Therefore, Eq. (70) might not be exactly, but approxi-
mately, fulfilled. In Section 4.1 the degree of efficiency of
the proposed scheme will be assessed.Remark 3.7. The result in Eq. (78) admits a geometrical
interpretation. In fact, taking into account Eqs. (74), (76)
can be written:
ðDtcritnþ1ðxÞÞ2 ¼
eanþ1ðxÞDtn
DknðxÞ
Dtn
 Dkn1ðxÞDtn1
 
ffi na
ref
j _anðxÞ  _an1ðxÞjDtn ffi
naref
€anðxÞj j
 
: ð80Þ
The value j _an  _an1j ffi j€anjDtn is a measure of the apparent
curvature and smoothness of the algorithmic curve describ-
ing the internal variable evolution (see Fig. 4). Therefore,
at non-smooth points it becomes larger ðj _an  _an1j 6¼ 0Þ,
resulting in a time step shortening from Eq. (80). For
smooth points j _an  _an1j ffi 0, and the time step length
can be amplified (at a speed limited by the second Eq.
(78)) up to the maximum value Dtmax.
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Some simple, but representative, simulations are used to
assess numerically the properties of the IMPL-EX integra-
tion scheme, in terms of: (1) accuracy, (2) computational
cost and (3) robustness.
4.1. Accuracy and computational cost analyzes
The target example consists of the plastic loading of a
rectangular plate, with a center hole, which is vertically
stretched (see Fig. 5a). For symmetry reasons only oneFig. 5. Square plate with a center hole (strain hardening): (a) action–response,
analysis (darker elements are in plastic loading), (c) comparison of the (in aver
number of times steps, NSTEP, (d) relative computational cost in terms of
computational cost in terms of the accepted integration error.fourth of the plate is analyzed. The assumed material
model is a J2 plasticity model, in plane strain, with linear
strain hardening. In order to prevent locking effects, a
mixed quad element, with constant pressure and linear dis-
placements [21,22], is used.
In Fig. 5a, the action–response curves, F –d, obtained
with both, implicit and IMPL-EX, integration schemes is
presented. For large time steps, the IMPL-EX result
exhibits an overstress effect, at the initiation of the plastic
regime, which can be almost completely removed by
reducing the time step length (see also Section 4.2). Plastic
yielding spreads in a surface manner as it is shown inP–d, curves, (b) propagation of plastic yielding for increasing stages of the
age) required number of iterations per time step in terms of the considered
the number of time steps, (e) error (log–log) diagram and (f) relative
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regardless the number of elements of the finite element
mesh.
In Fig. 5c, a comparison, in terms of the required num-
ber of iterations (average) per time step, in terms of the
length of the time step (or, equivalently, the number of
steps used for the complete analysis, NSTEP) is presented.
As expected, the IMPL-EX scheme is step-linear and a
unique iteration per time step is required, regardless the
value of NSTEP. For the implicit case the number of iter-
ations depends, naturally, on the adopted tolerance (tol.)
for convergence of the Newton–Raphson procedure and
it ranges from 4–6 (for large time step lengths) to 2–5
(for minor step lengths). This translates into a proportion-
ally higher computational cost for the implicit scheme,
when compared with the IMPL-EX scheme, for the same
number of used time steps NSTEP, as displayed in Fig. 5d.
In Fig. 5e the analysis of the error provided by both
integration procedures, in terms of the L2 norms of the cor-
responding P–d curves, referenced to the exact solution,
obtained with a large value of NSTEP, is presented in a
log–log diagram. There, it can be checked the linear accu-
racy of both schemes (slope of the curves ffi2) and the
higher absolute error associated to the IMPL-EX proce-
dure. Combination of the results in Fig. 5d and e allows
comparing the relative computational cost of both integra-
tion schemes, now in terms of the committed error (see
Fig. 5f). Here the computational cost is slightly higher
for the IMPL-EX scheme, although certainly depending
on the adopted value of the tolerance, tol., in the implicit
scheme.
Remark 4.1. The results in Fig. 5(c)–(f), show that, for this
type of robust problems, i.e. as the implicitly integrated
problem yields an easy and robust convergence of the
Newton–Raphson procedure all along the analysis, the
superior robustness of IMPL-EX is not a determinant
issue. However, the superior computational cost vs. error
of the implicit scheme might not always be the most
determinant factor. In fact, if the length of the time-step is
determined by the maximum acceptable error, probably
there would not be any advantage in using the IMPL-EX
scheme, since results in Fig. 5f will be determinant.
However, if, as it often happens, the required number of
time steps in the analysis is determined for the precise
tracing of the action–response curve (i.e., obtaining a
sufficiently high number of points) rather than for error
considerations, then the IMPL-EX scheme can lead to
substantial reduction, up to 3–4 times, of the final
computational costs, as indicated by results in Fig. 5d.4.2. Assessment of the error control
The rectangular plate problem in Fig. 5 is now used to
assess the performance of the adaptive time stepping algo-
rithm presented in Section 3.6.Fig. 6a displays the maximum local relative error,
MAXx2XhðeaðxÞ=arefÞ, for different values of the tolerance,
n. According to Eq. (70) the ideal value for this variable
(implying a perfect error control) would keep that error
equal to the value n at all times. As we normalize this error
as MAXx2XhðeaðxÞ=ðnarefÞÞ, like in Fig. 6b, that ideal value
should be one, regardless the value of n.
Due to the predictive character of the proposed error
control method, and the restrictions set in Eq. (79), this
goal is not completely achieved, but the method shows a
good efficiency in keeping the error below the tolerance
limit, n, for most of analysis time interval. Only at initial
times, where a large number of material points switch from
elastic to inelastic regimes and the IMPL-EX extrapolation
induces the aforementioned overstress (see Sections 3.6 and
4.1), at some points, and for a reduced number of time
steps, the tolerance is surpassed; but soon after, the time
step shortening reduces the maximum local error to the
accepted limit.
As for the global error, eX, in terms of the area under the
force–displacement curve in Fig. 5a, Figs. 6c and d shows a
clear correlation between the adopted tolerance, n, for the
local error, ea, and the global error, eX, and, therefore, the
capability of the proposed time stepping algorithm to con-
trol the global error as well.
4.3. Robustness and computability analyzes
Let us now consider the example displayed in Fig. 7. The
rectangular plate in Fig. 7a is discretized in five rows of
quads and pushed horizontally along the upper rows,
inducing a pure shear stress state in the lowest row of ele-
ments. Two different finite element meshes are used, keep-
ing constant the number of rows but using different number
of columns: ncol ¼ 10, for the coarse mesh, and ncol ¼ 80 for
the fine one. The material is assumed to follow a J 2 plastic-
ity model in plane strain but, this time, it is equipped with
exponential softening. Consequently, plastic yielding local-
izes in the lowest row and, unlike in the hardening case of
Section 4.1, propagates linearly, in a sequential, element-
by-element manner, along that row from the left to the
right hand side (see Fig. 7b).
The action–response, F –d, curve exhibits the peculiar
shape displayed in Fig. 7c. On a global trend, exhibiting
first a hardening branch, then a softening one and, in the
last stretch, a strong snap-back, a large number of local
oscillations and snap-backs are superposed. Indeed, every
oscillation corresponds to the propagation of the plastic
yielding from one Gauss-point to the next one, in the plas-
tic path of elements in Fig. 7b. This is a simple, but very
representative, case of a behavior that is frequently found
in the context of more general and real-life problems in
computational material failure mechanics aiming at simu-
lation of propagation of cracks (in brittle materials [3]) or
shear bands (in more ductile materials).
Using a finer mesh, ncol ¼ 80, alleviates the amplitude of
the oscillations, but increases the number of them, as it can
Fig. 6. Errol control assessment: (a) evolution of the maximum relative error for different values of the tolerance n, (b) normalized maximum error
evolution, (c) and (d) correlation between the structural error and the tolerance parameter n.
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action–response path is a tremendous loss of computabil-
ity. Indeed, those types of curves are not frequently dis-
played in the literature (although they have already been
reported some times [23,24]) because they are extremely
difficult to obtain by using classical implicit integration
schemes. Only skillful ad hoc procedures [24], or a precise
and a priori knowledge of the structural response allowing
devising a specific load control procedure, allow tracing the
complete action–response F  d.
In order to trace structural responses displaying snap-
backs in the equilibrium curve, one has to resort to general
continuation methods [10,25], like the updated normal-
plane method described in Appendix 3. Using this proce-
dure, the results presented in Figs. 7c and d have been
obtained.
Using the implicit integration scheme, the Newton–
Raphson iterative procedure losses convergence very soon
(see Fig. 7c), before reaching the critical load. Neither
reduction of the time step length nor the use of a finer mesh
remedies that situation: the analysis could not be driven
beyond the point shown in Fig. 7c. Reasons for this lossof convergence, were given in Section 2.2 and, Remark
2.3, on the basis of the loss of the positive definite character
of the tangent algorithmic operator, which, after propaga-
tion, translates into singularity of the numerical tangent
stiffness matrix. This is corroborated in Fig. 7e, displaying
the condition number of the structural tangent stiffness
matrix of the problem (after removing the prescribed
degrees of freedom) along the iteration procedure. There
it can be checked that the condition number of that matrix
(defined as the ratio of the minimum and maximum eigen-
values) becomes zero, precisely at the point were the itera-
tion procedure losses its convergence. Using more
sophisticated displacement control methods does not sub-
stantially change the situation.
On the contrary, using the IMPL-EX integration
scheme, the positive definite character of the tangent algo-
rithmic operator is guaranteed (see Remark 3.2) and the
condition number of the resulting algorithmic stiffness
matrix remains positive all along the analysis, as it is dis-
played in Fig. 7f.
The consequence is that, even for this, very difficult, type
of problems, the action response curve can be traced, at no
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Fig. 7. Rectangular plate in shear (strain softening): (a) problem description and material properties, (b) propagation of plastic yielding for increasing
stages of the analysis (in darker tones the plastic strain levels), (c) and (d) action–response, F–d, curves and (e) and (f) evolution of the algorithmic stiffness
matrix condition number.
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step.
Indeed, the preceding example is a very simple one,
selected to exemplify the computability problems found
in numerical simulations involving soft and brittle materi-
als. It is just a little sample of the difficulties found when
facing real problems in two to three dimensions. However,
according to the experiences of the authors in solving a
large number of these problems in different fields [3], the
benefits of the IMPL-EX integration scheme shown here,extend to general problems affected by similar computabil-
ity difficulties and provide dramatic improvements in terms
of the robustness of the numerical simulations and of the
resulting computational costs.
5. Application to contact/friction interfaces
Contact-friction phenomena are responsible for the non-
linear behavior in many solid mechanics problems. Very
often, the contact and friction conditions for the contacting
Fig. 8. Contact-friction interface.
Fig. 9. Contact-friction constitutive models at the interface.
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constitutive models [26] which, in turn, can be integrated
using the previous IMPL-EX schemes. Again, this allows
enjoying the aforementioned advantages of robustness
and, if there is no other source of non-linearity, the itera-
tive solving algorithm becomes step-linear.
5.1. Contact-friction model
For the sake of simplicity, let us restrict the problem to
the two-dimensional case. Let us, then, consider, at time
step nþ 1, two contacting bodies, Bð1Þnþ1 and Bð2Þnþ1, whose
boundaries, oBð1Þnþ1 and oB
ð2Þ
nþ1, are connected by a contact
interface,Bintnþ1, which is assumed to remain constant along
the time step (see Fig. 8). This contact interface can be
either a line, discretized in one-dimensional finite elements
[26], or a surface, discretized in two-dimensional elements
[27]. The way that this contact interface is constructed is
not relevant for our purposes, whenever it defines the dis-
tances (gaps) from points of one boundary with respect
to the other (i.e. gðeÞnþ1ðxÞ8x 2Bint
ðeÞ
nþ1 for the interface ele-
ment, e, occupying the interface elemental domain Bint
ðeÞ
nþ1 ),
and the incremental relative displacements of both bound-
aries in the tangential direction, DvðeÞnþ1ðxÞ ¼ vðeÞnþ1ðxÞ
vðeÞn ðxÞ 8x 2Bint
ðeÞ
nþ1 .
Let us also assume that both gðeÞnþ1 and Dv
ðeÞ
nþ1 can
be appropriately rephrased into strain-like measures by
dividing them by a representative length, ‘ (see Fig. 8),
i.e.:
eðeÞnþ1 ¼
gðeÞnþ1
‘
; DcðeÞnþ1 ¼
DvðeÞnþ1
‘
: ð81ÞContact model
Constitutive equation r ¼ EðbÞe
EðbÞ ¼ 0 f
Kc f
Then, the contact condition, gðeÞnþ1ðxÞP 0 8x 2 Bint
ðeÞ
nþ1 , pre-
cluding boundary interpenetration, and the friction effects
between both bodies, can be imposed via an appropriate
continuum (stress vs. strain) contact-friction model, de-
fined at the interface, and relating the normal and tangen-
tial stresses, ðr; sÞ with the normal and tangential strains,
ðe; cÞ, i.e.:
frg ¼ r
s
 

; feg ¼ e
c
 

;
f _rg ¼ ½Ccf   f_eg; ½Ccf  ¼ Crr Crs
Csr Css
 	
:
ð82Þ
Those stresses, once spatially integrated, translate into a,
self-equilibrated, nodal forces at the contact/friction inter-
face, Bintnþ1, and, then, into contact/friction nodal reactions
at the contacting boundaries oBð1Þnþ1 and oB
ð2Þ
nþ1.
Using a penalty-like method, to impose contact, and a
Coulomb model, to account for the frictional effects, that
interface continuum constitutive model reads (see Fig. 9):Friction model
or bP 0
or b < 0
_s ¼ Kf ð _c _cslipÞ ð83Þ
(continued on next page)
Contact model Friction model
Internal variables evolution _b ¼ _eðgÞ bjt¼0 ¼ eðgð0ÞÞ _cslip ¼ _^km; m ¼ of ðsÞos ¼ signðsÞ ¼
s
ksk
_cslip ¼ _ks; _k ¼ _^kksk rephrased
slip flow

_a ¼ _k; ajt¼0 ¼ 0
ð84Þ
Slip function
f ðsÞ  ksk  sy ; sy ¼ lkrk ð85Þ
Stick–slip condition
_kP 0; f 6 0; _kf ¼ 0 ð86Þ
Constitutive tangent tensor Crr ¼ EtanðbÞ; Crs ¼ 0
EtanðbÞ ¼ 0 for bP 0
Kc for b < 0
 Css ¼ Gtan; Csr ¼ lsignðrÞEtan
GtanðcÞ ! G
ðstickÞ  Kf
GðslipÞ  0
(
ð87Þ
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tion-stick penalty parameters. In the contact model, a
dummy internal variable b ðb  eÞ has been introduced to
make the model ready for the IMPL-EX integration. On
the other hand, the friction model displays a complete elas-
to-plastic format which makes it completely comparable to
the one in Eqs. (9)–(15).
In Eq. (84), the original slip flow, _cslip ¼ _^km ¼ _^ksignðsÞ,
has been rephrased to, _cslip ¼ _ks in order to generate a lin-
ear plastic flow, amenable to enjoy the step-linear character
from the IMPL-EX integration scheme (see Remarks 2.2,
3.2 and Appendix 1).
Remark 5.1. The contact model in Eqs. (83)–(87) imposes,
via the contact penalty constant, Kc, the condition
eðxÞP 0 8x 2Bint and, therefore, through Eq. (81), the
contact condition gðxÞP 0 8x 2 Bint. On the other hand,
the contact and friction models are coupled, in one
direction, since the normal stress, r determined in the
contact model, appears in the slip function, g (in Eq. (85)
for the friction model). Therefore, the contact model has to
be firstly integrated and, then, the friction model can be
solved.5.1.1. Implicit integration
The contact-friction model in Eqs. (83)–(87) can be inte-
grated using backward-Euler integration according to
Table 6.
In Eq. (93), the result okðÞkoðÞ ¼ signðÞ has been
considered.
5.1.2. IMPL-EX integration
The implicit–explicit integration of the above contact-
friction model follows the scheme described in Section 3.The implicit stage has been described in Table 6. Then,
the explicit stage involves the steps as in Table 7.
Remark 5.2. Unlike in the implicit integration case, the
non-diagonal terms eCalgsrnþ1 and eCalgrsnþ1 , in the tangent
operator in Eq. (82), are null. Besides, the termeCalgssnþ1 ¼ eGalgnþ1 ¼ Kf =ð1þ KfD~knþ1Þ is positive according
to Eq. (98). Therefore the algorithmic tangent operator
obtained from the IMPL-EX integration:½eCcfnþ1 ¼ eCalgrrnþ1 eCalgrsnþ1eCalgsrnþ1 eCalgssnþ1
" #
¼ Eð
~bnþ1Þ 0
0 K
f
1þKfD~knþ1
" #
ð99Þis step-constant, symmetric and semi-positive definite.
Through arguments similar to the ones in Section 2.2 and
Remark 2.3, this should translate into a larger robustness
of the numerical simulations.5.2. A representative simulation: 2D cylinder roller contact
A classical contact/friction benchmark [28] is here used
to assess the performance of the IMPL-EX algorithm in
Table 7. A steel cylinder is pressed against an aluminum
block, as shown in Fig. 10a, by means of a vertical force:
F ¼ 37:0 kN. The cylinder and the block are assumed to
behave as linear elastic materials with parameters described
in the same Figure. A 2D plane strain case is considered
with a friction coefficient: l ¼ 0:1.
Fig. 10b shows the corresponding contact pressure
and frictional stress along the x-coordinate. There, the
contact pressure analytical solution corresponds to the
classical Hertz’s solution [29] for the frictionless case.
Table 6
Implicit integration scheme for the contact-friction model
Contact model Friction model
DATA
enþ1 Dcnþ1;; sn; an
(88)
1. Compute trial values
strialnþ1 ¼ sn þ KfDcnþ1
f trialnþ1  kstrialnþ1k  sy ; sy ¼ lkrnþ1k (89)
2. Compute slip multiplier if f trialnþ1 < 0! Dknþ1 ¼ 0! stick
else if f trialnþ1 P 0!
knþ1 ¼
f trialnþ1
Kf sy
! slip
(90)
3. Update internal variables
bnþ1 ¼ bn|{z}
en
þðenþ1  enÞ
¼ enþ1
anþ1 ¼ an þ Dknþ1 (91)
4. Update stresses rnþ1 ¼
0 for enþ1 P 0
Kcenþ1 for enþ1 < 0

snþ1 ¼
strialnþ1ðstickÞ
strialnþ1
1þKf Dknþ1 ¼ signðs
trial
nþ1ÞsyðslipÞ
8<: (92)
5. Compute algorithmic tangent operator
Calgrrnþ1 ¼ E
alg
nþ1; C
alg
rsnþ1 ¼ 0
Ealgnþ1ðbnþ1Þ ¼
ornþ1
oenþ1
¼ 0 for enþ1 P 0
Kc for enþ1 < 0

Calgssnþ1 ¼ G
alg
nþ1
Calgsrnþ1 ¼ lsignðstrialnþ1Þsignðrnþ1ÞE
alg
nþ1
Galgnþ1ðcnþ1Þ ¼
osnþ1
ocnþ1
¼ G
ðstickÞ ¼ Kf
GðslipÞ ¼ 0
( (93)
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tional stress, s, along the x-coordinate, obtained for a
certain, low, value of the friction/stick penalty parame-
ter, Kf , in Eq. (87).
It is well known that contact/friction constraints are bet-
ter imposed for high values of the contact and friction pen-
alties, Kc and Kf . Therefore, working with these high
values is generally intended.
However, it is also known that, for implicit integra-
tions, robustness issues set clear limitations on those val-
ues. In order to asses the additional robustness provided
by the proposed IMPL-EX algorithm, in front of the
classical implicit integration, in Table 8 comparative
results, of the relative computational cost and conver-
gence, for increasing values of the ratio Kf=Ec, are pre-
sented. There, it is displayed that, as that ratio
increases, the number of required iterations for the impli-
cit integration scheme also grows and, therefore, so does
the ratio implicit/IMPL-EX, of the computational costs.
Most importantly, it appears that there is an upper limit
for which the implicit integration scheme no longer con-verges, whereas that limitation for the IMPL-EX scheme
can be much further extended.
6. Concluding remarks
Along the previous sections new implicit/explicit
integration schemes to increase computability in
non-linear solid mechanics problems have been ana-
lyzed. The main conclusions, obtained from that study, are:
 In many cases, when implemented in a classical New-
ton–Raphson iterative method, the proposed integration
scheme render the resulting non-linear problem step-lin-
ear (i.e. the problem takes a unique iteration per time
step to converge). For other cases, some additional mod-
ifications (rephrasing the plastic multiplier or lineariza-
tion of the plastic flow) retrieve that property for the
iterative method.
 The order of accuracy of implicit integration schemes is
also kept (generally first order accuracy). However, the
committed error is larger. A method to a priori control
Table 7
IMPL-EX explicit stage for the contact friction model
Contact model Friction model
DATA enþ1; bn;Dbn
Dcnþ1; sn; an;Dan (94)
1. Explicit extrapolation
~bnþ1 ¼ bn þ
Dtnþ1
Dtn
Dbn
Dbn ¼ bn  bn1
~anþ1 ¼ an þ Dtnþ1Dtn Dan
Dan ¼ an  an1 ¼ Dkn
(95)
2. Compute slip multiplier D~knþ1 ¼ ~anþ1  an ¼
Dtnþ1
Dtn
Dkn P 0 (96)
3. Update stresses
~rnþ1 ¼ Eð~bnþ1Þenþ1 ~snþ1 ¼ strialnþ1  KfD~knþ1~s!nþ1
~snþ1 ¼
strialnþ1
1þ KfD~knþ1
(97)
4. Compute algorithmic tangent operator eCalgrrnþ1 ¼ Eð~bnþ1ÞeCalgrsnþ1 ¼ 0
Eð~bnþ1Þ ¼ 0 for
~bnþ1 P 0
Kc for ~bnþ1 < 0
(
eCalgssnþ1 ¼ eGalgnþ1; eCalgsrnþ1 ¼ 0eGalgnþ1 ¼ o~snþ1ocnþ1 ¼ K
f
1þ KfD~knþ1
(98)
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(automatic time stepping algorithm) has been presented
and assessed.
 The algorithm supplies additional computability capa-
bilities with respect to more classical integration
schemes. Robustness is dramatically increased for those
solid material problems where alternative implicit
schemes exhibit lack of computability: i.e. constitutive
models equipped with strain softening, soft materials
models, contact/friction interfaces for high friction pen-
alty parameters, etc. Moreover, the symmetric character
of the resulting algorithmic constitutive tensor, provides
additional savings, as for the required computational
times when non-symmetric models are considered, since
symmetric solvers can be used.
 For those cases where the traditional implicit schemes
are robust enough, the proposed schemes can sometimes
provide savings in the computational cost too, whenever
the requirements on the precise tracing of the action–
response curve determine the maximum time step
length.
 Although not considered here, the inclusion of non-lin-
ear kinematics in the solid mechanics problem (finite
strains) does not change the central conclusions of this
work, in terms of the computability and computational
robustness provided by the IMPL-EX scheme. How-
ever, due to the geometrical non-linearity, the step linearcharacter of the iterative solution no longer holds in this
case, though the number of required iterations to con-
verge is considerably reduced.
 As for stability properties: analytical proofs of the
unconditional stability of the proposed scheme are not
available yet, and they are object of current research.
However, after using the proposed methodology in a
large number of numerical simulations, with linear and
non-linear kinematics and with a wide number of consti-
tutive models, the authors can report that classical
numerical instabilities due to error propagation have
not been found, even when large time step lengths, typ-
ical of unconditionally stable implicit methods, have
been used.
Although, for the sake of brevity, in this work the
method has been numerically assessed by simple, two-
dimensional, cases, the authors have applied it to many dif-
ferent problems in computational solid mechanics [3,27,30]
either in 2D or 3D cases and for infinitesimal and finite
strains. These experiences have confirmed the conclusions
reported above. Moreover, the method is not restricted to
the families of constitutive models tackled here, which have
been chosen for exemplification reasons. Indeed, the
authors have applied it successfully to elasto-plastic pres-
sure dependent models [31], and they believe that, keeping
the essentials presented here, it can be used for a large
Fig. 10. 2D cylinder roller contact with friction.
Table 8
Comparative analysis between implicit and IMPL-EX algorithms for
solving the 2D cylinder roller contact with friction
CPU time cost:
Implicit (tol.104)/
IMPL-EX
Maximum number of iterations
required by the implicit scheme
Kf =Ec ¼ 100 115:=36: ffi 3:2 6
Kf =Ec ¼ 101 144:=36: ffi 4:0 9
Kf =Ec ¼ 102 150:=36: ffi 4:2 18
Kf =Ec ¼ 103 /36 Implicit not converged after 50
iterations
Kf =Ec ¼ 104 /36 Implicit not converged after 50
iterations
Total number of time steps: 200.
Ec : Young’s modulus of the cylindrical punch ðEc ¼ 210 kN=mm2Þ.
Kf : stick-penalty parameter for the friction model ðKc ¼ Kf Þ.
J. Oliver et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 197 (2008) 1865–1889 1885variety, of rate-dependent and rate independent, inelastic
constitutive models and solid mechanics problems.
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nical discussions related to some aspects of this paper.Appendix 1. Rephrasing and linearizing the plastic flow: J2
plasticity example
Let us consider the classical J2 plasticity, the yield func-
tion, gðr; qÞ and the following three different options for
the plastic flow formulation:
A.1. Original flow
The yield function, gðr; qÞ, and plastic flow tensor, m, in
Eqs. (12) and (10) are defined as
gðr; qÞ ¼ UðrÞ  q 
ffiffiffi
3
2
r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S : S
p|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
kSk
q;
S ¼ devðrÞ ¼ Idev : r;
mðrÞ ¼ ogðr; qÞ
or
¼ oUðrÞ
or
¼
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
S
kSk ;
AðrÞ ¼ omðrÞ
or
¼
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
1
kSk I
dev  SkSk 
S
kSk
 
;
ð100Þ
where A is the Hessian of the equivalent uniaxial stress,
UðrÞ (Von Misses stress), Idev ¼ I 1
3
ð1 1Þ is the devia-
toric operator, and I and 1 stand, respectively, for the
fourth and second order symmetric unit tensors. Clearly
AðrÞ, which can be proven to be semi-positive definite, is
not constant and, therefore, mðrÞ cannot be included in
the linear plastic flow case of Eq. (27). Therefore its
Fig. 11. Error diagram for the J2 plasticity model in Fig. 5. Comparison
of different integration schemes.
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(see Remark 3.2). The flow equations to be integrated are
(see Eqs. (10) and (12)):
_r ¼ C : ð_e _epÞ;
_ep ¼ _kmðrÞ ¼ _k
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
S
kSk ;
_a ¼ _k;
_q ¼ H _a;
ð101Þ
where the plastic multiplier is solved by imposing plastic
consistency i.e.: gðrðkÞ; qðkÞÞ ¼ 0 (see Eq. (23)).
A.2. Rephrased plastic flow (linear plastic flow)
Let us, now, rephrase the flow Eq. (101) as
_r ¼ C : ð_e _epÞ;
_ep ¼ _k
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
1
kSk|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
_k
S ¼ _kmðrÞ;
mðrÞ ¼ S; _k ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
_k
kSk ;
_a ¼ _k; _a ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
_a
kSk ;
_q ¼ H _a; H ¼ H
ffiffiffi
2
3
r
kSk;
ð102Þ
where, again, the plastic multiplier, k, is solved by imposing
plastic consistency i.e.: gðrðkÞ; qðkÞ ¼ 0 (see Eq. (23)).
Clearly, the only difference between Eqs. (101) and (102)
is the change of variables ða; _kÞ by ða; _kÞ. Therefore, the
integrated results in terms of the generalized stresses,
ðr; qÞ, must be the same in both cases.
However, as for the IMPL-EX integration procedure the
change is substantial. From Eq. (102):
AðrÞ ¼ omðrÞ
or
¼ oS
or
¼ Idev ð103Þ
and, now, AðrÞ, is constant. Therefore, mðrÞ falls into the
linear plastic flow case of Eq. (27) and the IMPL-EX inte-
gration will yield a step linear problem enjoying the advan-
tages mentioned in Remark 3.2.
A.3. Linearization of the plastic flow
Let us now consider the linearization of the plastic flow,
in Eq. (100), at the explicit stage of the IMPL-EX scheme,
at time step nþ 1, according to Eq. (46):
~mðrnþ1Þ ¼ mðrnÞ þ AðrnÞ : D~rnþ1; D~rnþ1 ¼ ~rnþ1  rn;eAnþ1 ¼ o~mnþ1o~rnþ1 ¼ AðrnÞ ¼ An: ð104Þ
Substitution of Eq. (100) into Eq. (104) yields:
~mnþ1 ¼
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
Sn
kSnk þ An : ð
eSnþ1  SnÞ
¼ An : Snþ1 þ
ffiffiffi
3
2
r
Sn
kSnk ; ð105Þwhere the result An : Sn ¼ 0 has been used. Eq. (105) is a
specific case of a linear plastic flow in Eq. (27). Therefore,
the IMPL-EX integrationyields a step-linear problem.
More specifically, for this J2 plasticity model, after some
algebraic manipulation, Eqs. (43) and (44), read:
~rnþ1 ¼ rmnþ11þ eSnþ1 !
rmnþ1 ¼ rmn þ Kðtrðenþ1Þ  trðenÞÞ;eSnþ1 ¼ ðIþ 2lD~knþ1AnÞ1 : Strialnþ1  2lDknþ1 ffiffi32q SnkSnk ;
Strialnþ1 ¼ Sn þ 2ldevðenþ1  enÞ;
8><>:
eCalgðload:Þnþ1 ¼ o~rnþ1oenþ1 ¼ Kð1 1Þ þ 2lðIþ 2lD~knþ1AnÞ1 : Idev;
ð106Þ
where rmnþ1 stands for themean stress, andK is the bulkmod-
ulus. In Fig. 11a comparison of the results obtained with the
above options is presented. There, it can be checked that the
IMPL-EX integration, for cases (A1) and (A2) (IMPL-EX
original or rephrased plastic flow) and (A3) (linearized plas-
tic flow) above, have the same order of accuracy and con-
verge to the implicitly integrated results.Appendix 2. Stability analysis of the damage model implicit
integration
Stability of numerical integration algorithms is essen-
tially related to the way that the numerical integration
error, committed at a given time step of the analysis, prop-
agates and amplifies in subsequent time steps [21,22]. In the
context of linear constitutive models, the stability of an
integration scheme can be analyzed via its spectral proper-
ties but, for non-linear models as the ones considered here,
more sophisticated tools must be used. Classical works on
the topic are the ones in [7,8], where the concepts of small
and large scale instability are considered.
For a standard problem of evolution:
d
dtRðtÞ ¼ f ðRðtÞ; tÞ; t 2 ½0; T ;
Rð0Þ ¼ R0

ð107Þ
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vided in N disjoint time intervals ½tn; tnþ1 (n 2 ½0;N Þ and
any two possible discrete flows of the solution, Rn andbRn 8n 2 ½0;N , generated by two different initial condi-
tions, R0 and bR0, respectively, the integration scheme is
said to be B-stable in the large scale if:
kRnþ1  bRnþ1kG|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
enþ1
6 kRn  bRnkG|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
en
8n 2 ½0;N ; ð108Þ
where k  kG stands for a norm in the appropriate metric G.
Eq. (108) states that the (relative) error of both flows, eðÞ,
motivated by the error in the initial values, e0, does not am-
plify in subsequent time steps.
For the damage model in Eqs. (9)–(15), RðtÞ in Eq. (107)
can be taken as the generalized stress tensor:
RðtÞ ¼ ½rðtÞ; qðtÞ.
Now, let us consider a prescribed strain flow,
eðtÞ 8t 2 ½0; T , driving the evolution of the stresses through
the corresponding integration scheme, and its correspond-
ing discrete counterparts, ½en; enþ1, at the ends of the time
interval ½tn; tnþ1.
The internal strain-like variable, a, in Eqs. (16) and (18)
is integrated exactly according to Eq. (16) and, therefore
the flows aðenÞ and a^ðenÞ are identical:
an ¼ a^n 8n 2 ½0;N : ð109Þ
For the integrated internal variable q, in Eq. (19), both
flows are:
qnþ1 ¼ qn þ HnðanÞðanþ1  anÞ;
q^nþ1 ¼ q^n þ HnðanÞðanþ1  anÞ;

) kqnþ1  q^nþ1k ¼ kqn  q^nk;
ð110Þ
which proves the large scale stability for the integration of
the internal variable. As for the integrated stresses in Eq.
(20) the two flows, r and r^, are:Box 1. Continuation method scheme
Repeat, until convergence, the following steps:
1. Residual forces linearization
2. Iterative displacement decomposition
3. Solve for the iterative load increment
4. Update displacements and load factorrnþ1 ¼ qnþ1anþ1 C
e : enþ1
r^nþ1 ¼ ~qnþ1anþ1 C
e : enþ1
(
) rnþ1
qnþ1
 r^nþ1
~qnþ1
¼ 0;
) rnþ1
qnþ1
 r^nþ1
q^nþ1
  ¼ 0) 0 ¼ rnþ1qnþ1  r^nþ1q^nþ1
  ¼ rnqn  r^nq^n
 ;
ð111Þ
which proves the large scale stability of the implicitly inte-
grated variable ðr=qÞ. Then, the product:
r
q|{z}
stable
 q|{z}
stable
¼ r ð112Þ
is stable, which proves the stability of the implicitly inte-
grated stresses r.
Appendix 3. Continuation (updated normal plane) method for
the IMPL-EX scheme
The classical continuation methods, for quasi-static
problems, are based on the iterative resolution of the
extended system of equations at time step nþ 1 [10]:
Rðanþ1; lnþ1Þ  Fintðanþ1Þ  lnþ1ðsnþ1Þfref ¼ 0; ð113Þ
cðanþ1;Dsnþ1Þ ¼ 0; Dsnþ1 P 0; ð114Þ
where Rnþ1 are the residual forces and f
ref are the reference
external forces, which are incremented (or decremented)
according to the load factor lðsÞ, evolving in terms of the
pseudo-time parameter sP 0ðDsP 0Þ. Eq. (114) consti-
tutes a scalar additional constraint, allowing to solve for
the incremental load factor, Dlnþ1, for a given value of
Dsnþ1.
Then, the typical Newton–Raphson scheme for resolu-
tion of Eqs. (113) and (114) is the following:K
ðiÞ
nþ1  daðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ RðaðiÞnþ1; lðiÞnþ1Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
R
ðiÞ
nþ1
þdlðiþ1Þnþ1 fref ¼ 0;
K
ðiÞ
nþ1 ¼
oRðiÞnþ1
oaðiÞnþ1
:
ð115Þ
daðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ daa þ dlðiþ1Þnþ1 qðiÞnþ1;
daa ¼ ½KðiÞnþ11  RðiÞnþ1; qðiÞnþ1 ¼ ½KðiÞnþ11  fref :
ð116Þ
cðaðiÞnþ1 þ daa þ dlðiþ1Þnþ1 qðiÞnþ1;Dsnþ1Þ ¼ 0! dliþ1nþ1: ð117Þ
a
ðiþ1Þ
nþ1 ¼ an þ Daðiþ1Þnþ1 ; Daðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ DaðiÞnþ1 þ daðiþ1Þnþ1 ;
lðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ ln þ Dlðiþ1Þnþ1 ; Dlðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ DlðiÞnþ1 þ dlðiþ1Þnþ1 :
ð118Þ
1888 J. Oliver et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 197 (2008) 1865–1889where superscript ðÞðiÞrefers to iteration i. In Eq. (116) qðiÞnþ1
is the so-called reference displacement vector, which can be
understood as the linear displacement response of the solid,
endowed with an structural stiffness, KðiÞnþ1 and subjected to
the reference external actions, fref . The scalar Eq. (117) is
generally solved in a closed form.
Let, for instance, consider the following format of the
constraint (114):
cðanþ1;Dsnþ1Þ  Danþ1  q
ðiÞ
nþ1
kqðiÞnþ1k|fflffl{zfflffl}
n
ðiÞ
nþ1
Dsnþ1
¼ Danþ1  nðiÞnþ1  Dsnþ1 ¼ 0; ð119Þ
which establishes Dsnþ1 as the projection of the actual
incremental displacements, Danþ1, onto the reference direc-
tion, nðiÞnþ1. Then Eq. (117) reads:Box 2. Continuation method for the IMPL-EX integration scheme and the step-linear case
1. Residual forces linearization eKtangnþ1  Danþ1 ¼ Rð0Þðan; lðOÞnþ1; ~anþ1Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
R
ð0Þ
nþ1
þ Dlnþ1fref ;
eKtangnþ1 ¼ oRð0Þnþ1oan :
ð123Þ
2. Incremental displacement decomposition Danþ1 ¼ Daa þ Dlnþ1qnþ1;
Daa ¼ eKtang1nþ1  Rð0Þnþ1; qnþ1 ¼ ½eKtangnþ1 1  fref : ð124Þ
3. Solving for the load increment Dlnþ1 ¼
Dsnþ1  Daa  nnþ1
qnþ1  nnþ1
;
Daa ¼ ½eKtangnþ1 1  Rð0Þnþ1; qnþ1 ¼ eKtang1nþ1  fref ;
nnþ1 ¼ qnþ1kqnþ1k
:
ð125Þ
4. Update displacements and load factor
anþ1 ¼ an þ Danþ1;
lnþ1 ¼ ln þ Dlnþ1:
ð126Þcðaðiþ1Þnþ1 ;Dsnþ1Þ  Daðiþ1Þnþ1  nðiÞnþ1  Dsnþ1 ¼ 0;
Daðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ DaðiÞnþ1 þ daðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼ DaðiÞnþ1 þ daa þ dlðiþ1Þnþ1 qðiÞnþ1:
(
ð120Þ
Eq. (120) can be solved for dlðiþ1Þnþ1 yielding:dlðiþ1Þnþ1 ¼
Dsnþ1  ðDaðiÞnþ1 þ daaÞ  nðiÞnþ1
q
ðiÞ
nþ1  nðiÞnþ1
: ð121Þ
At the beginning of the time step DaðiÞnþ1 ¼ 0 and Eq. (121)
reads:
dlð0Þnþ1 ¼
Dsnþ1  daa  nð0Þnþ1
q
ð0Þ
nþ1  nð0Þnþ1
daa
¼ ½Kð0Þnþ11  Rð0Þnþ1; qð0Þnþ1 ¼ ½Kð0Þnþ11  fref : ð122Þ
Unlike in standard integration methods, in the IMPL-
EX integration scheme the initial residue, Rð0Þnþ1, is not zero
(see Remark 3.4 and Eq. (50)). Moreover, for the step-lin-
ear cases mentioned in Remark 3.2, the algorithmic effec-
tive stiffness eKeffnþ1 is constant and the Newton–Raphson
procedure takes a unique iteration per time step to con-
verge. For those cases, the continuation method in BOX
1 reduces to:References
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